A Tribute to Percy Jackson Show...

Zeus, Poseidon and Percy?
It all started with a dream, at least that’s what Percy thought. It had
to be a dream, because your math teacher, Mrs. Dodds, shouldn’t
have wings like a bat, let alone yellow dripping fangs. She shouldn’t
be to trying to kill anyone. She was furious. Maybe it was a video
game gone terribly wrong.
The roller coaster ride was just starting for a nice enough, middle
school guy with ADHD and some dyslexia thrown in to complicate
his already weird life. His Mom was great, his real dad was gone and
his stepdad, old Smelly Gabe wasn’t anybody you’d introduce your
friends to. What a life. Percy needed one of those mythical heroes to
step in and save the day. He just didn’t know the Hero was going to
be him.
Five books and a major movie later, the Percy Jackson books fly off
the shelves in libraries like there are wings on them. These books
have become one of young readers most favorite series of stories.
So, once upon a time a librarian asked Magic Don to create a new
program about Greek myths and Percy Jackson. He did.
The show Zeus, Poseidon and Percy? explores the ancient Greek
Gods, demigods, heroes and their myths in a way that only Magic
Don can. The children learn through audience participation, the
magic and the mini plays and stories. Here are a few examples:
A child volunteer is chained and locked up to see if he has the
strength of Hercules and can escape, save the girl and defeat our
Medusa (okay, it’s a kid in a rubber snakes hat). Relax, he always
does saves the day.
After exploring the Greek gods family tree and their special powers.
three children dream of what powers they’d like to have and Magic
Don demonstrates his oracle like abilities and predicts their choices
in advance.
The story of Prometheus, who brought fire to mankind, ends quickly because the story is so hot the book catches fire.
Kids dream of defeating the challenges of growing up just like Percy
and having some super powers couldn’t hurt. This show tells the old
Greek stories and some new ones of kid heroes.
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